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The Carbon announces the end of the SEEK AND FIND contest with the finding of the gift certificate last Sunday. Where he found it was right where I left it. Taped to the back of the golden frame of the painting of St. Francis and St. Clare, hanging in the main entrance of Clare Hall. All clues you will notice points that way.

J. Reed Schafer, a freshman from Elwood, simply followed directions and came to the hiding spot. The treasure is his but it could have been yours. Reed will receive goods up to $1.10 in either the bookstore or the Perk.

We say 'CONGRATS' and a hearty thanks to all the rest of the seekers who did not seem to accomplish their aims.

THE EDITOR
Larry Bowman

NOTICE NOCTURNAL FRANKSTERS (FIREWORKS DIVISION)

IF YOU MUST BURN SOMETHING WOULD YOU PLEASE TRY SWASTIKAS OR HAMMER & SICKLES OR CRESCENTS & SWORDS. THE CROSS HAPPENS TO BE A SACRED SYMBOL TO SOME PEOPLE ON THIS CAMPUS....fire chief

CHEER LEADERS TO LEAD THE 1960 BASKETBALL SQUAD TO VICTORY WERE CHOOSEN YESTERDAY

The Basketball Season is fast approaching. Looking at all the activity going on around campus will prove this statement to be true. Most important, of course, if I may is the team itself. The Knights are working out in hopes of being in top shape for the season opener at Richmond in the Earlham Tourney, Nov. 23. The Knights should do really well this year sporting a regulars returning! We are confident the team will better its 9-13 record of last season.

To help cheer the team on we find the Boosters Club getting into shape also. And to lead the Boosters Club are the students elected our cheerleaders yesterday.

THE CARBON IS PROUD AND HAPPY TO ANNOUNCE TO THE STUDENT BODY THEIR NEW

1960-1961 MARIAN CHEERLEADERS

TOM SENN  KAREN FORSZT  BAGARA KIN
RUTH GUTZWEILLER  FLOYD CHAMBERLIN  MARY ELLEN BENEDETTO

MAY WE SAY GOOD LUCK.
The new 1960's are out now and the trend seems to be toward the small, smallest cars. I understand the Rambler is coming out with an extra little, teeny, weeny car with the motor in the glove compartment and with a handle on top so you can carry it to the parking space you want. But what really interests the average Marian student, he can only look at the new models and dream, are the good bargains given on the older used cars. So, as a public service the Carbon presents the following dialogue analyzing the claims you might hear from some shady used-car salesman. READ IT AND TAKE HEED....BEWARE!

DEALER: "Yes sir, I spotted you the minute you walked on to the lot...I said, Now there's my kind of people." (HELLO SUCKER!)

"I've got just the car for you, its big and roomy. I hate to see it go. I use it myself sometimes." (AS AN OFFICE)

"Here it is friend, I advise you to strike while the iron is hot." (IT JUST CAME OUT OF THE SOLDERING SHOP)

"This car has many extras." (THE FORMER OWNER LEFT A BOX OF KLEENEX IN THE TRUNK)

"It's completely equipped." (THE FORMER OWNER LEFT THE TRUNK)

"This car has a souped-up motor!" (IT WAS MADE BY CAMPBELLS)

"This car can go 80 miles a hour." (IF YOU PUSH IT OFF THE TOP OF THE MONUMENT DOWNTOWN)

"This car has push button windows...all you do is push a button and the windows go up." (THE WINDOWS STAY WHERE THEY ARE...THE CAR SINKS)

"The first and only owner of this car was an old school teacher who only drove it on Sundays." (AT THE DRAG RACES, SHE WAS CALLED QUEEN OF THE HOT RODS)

"I'm going to offer you a rare deal...notice the puncture proof tires?" (THEY'RE FILLED WITH CEMENT)

"And just look at her low-slung lines" (THE SPRINGS ARE BUSTED)

"SHE's got low mileage" (THE SPEEDOMETER'S BUSTED)

"She's quiet" (THE HOON IS BUSTED)

"And fast" (THE BRAKES ARE BUSTED)

"And I'm going to sell it to you cheap" (HE'S BUSTED TOO)

"But don't think I'm pushing this car for a minute!" (OR FOR ANY AMOUNT OF TIME...YOU'LL JUST HAVE TO FIND SOME OTHER WAY TO GET IT OFF THE LOT)

"We are a reputable firm...never had a car returned yet" (AND IT WASN'T EASY MOVING FROM ONE PART OF TOWN TO ANOTHER EVERY NIGHT.)

YOU'VE BEEN A BAD, BAD DAY
NOW STAY PUT!!!

Exactly 114 years ago today October 16, 1815 Napoleon Bonaparte was exiled to St. Helena for his evil deeds. There he remained until his death in 1821

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

LATEST BEST SELLERS LIST
Lost Weekend by Charles Van Doren
POOF! by an anonymous US Space Scientist
THEY DON'T WANT ME ANY MORE by A. STEVENSON
THEY NEVER LIED by Mrs. A. Stevenson
LINDA CH LINDA by Larry Bowman

THEY SAID IT COULDN'T BE DONE! WHAT? ATTEND CLASSES AND WASH YOUR CAR AT THE SAME TIME...BUT NOW IT CAN AND IS

The Marian Y.C.S. is having a car wash being held in the Sophomore parking lot behind the cafeteria yesterday and today. There are five girls on duty each hour for your clean-up-job. The charge is 5c. If you want your car washed leave a note on the windshield. We assure you it will not be wasted money.